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Abstract

Currently, when a security analyst discovers a vulnerabil-

ity in critical software system, they must navigate a fraught

dilemma: immediately disclosing the vulnerability to the

public could harm the system’s users; whereas disclosing the

vulnerability only to the software’s vendor lets the vendor

disregard or deprioritize the security risk, to the detriment of

unwittingly-affected users.

A compelling recent line of work aims to resolve this by

using Zero Knowledge (ZK) protocols that let analysts prove

that they know a vulnerability in a program, without reveal-

ing the details of the vulnerability or the inputs that exploit

it. In principle, this could be achieved by generic ZK tech-

niques. In practice, ZK vulnerability proofs to date have been

restricted in scope and expressibility, due to challenges re-

lated to generating proof statements that model real-world

software at scale and to directly formulating violated proper-

ties.

This paper presents CHEESECLOTH, a novel proof-

statement compiler, which proves practical vulnerabilities in

ZK by soundly-but-aggressively preprocessing programs on

public inputs, selectively revealing information about exe-

cuted control segments, and formalizing information leak-

age using a novel storage-labeling scheme. CHEESECLOTH’s

practicality is demonstrated by generating ZK proofs of

well-known vulnerabilities in (previous versions of) critical

software, including the Heartbleed information leakage in

OpenSSL and a memory vulnerability in the FFmpeg graph-

ics framework.

1 Introduction

Ideally, programs that process sensitive information would

always execute safely and securely. With this ideal remain-

ing difficult to achieve for the foreseeable future, it is criti-

cal that that when programs are found to be vulnerable, the

program’s affected users are alerted quickly and safely. This

∗Authors listed alphabetically.

requirement presents a challenge: convincingly disclosing a

vulnerability appears to require sharing the vulnerability’s

details (such as an exploit that triggers it), thereby placing

users at greater risk in the short term.

A promising approach to disclosing vulnerabilities con-

vincingly yet safely is to leverage Zero-Knowledge (ZK)

proofs: protocols in which one party—designated as the

prover—convinces another party—designated as the veri-

fier—of the validity of a claim without revealing any addi-

tional information about the claim’s evidence.

Such a use of ZK proofs has arguably been a conceptual

possibility ever since the initial fundamental results establish-

ing that they exist for all problems in NP [26]. It has become

more realistic with improvements to underlying ZK proto-

cols and with the emergence of schemes for encoding knowl-

edge of executions of programs written in convenient lan-

guages (starting with [10, 24] and discussed further below).

In order to prove vulnerabilities in ZK about practical soft-

ware, several open problems remaing to be addressed. First,

proof frameworks must scale to compile proofs of vulner-

abilities that require considerably more steps of execution

and space. TinyRAM [10–12] is sufficiently flexible to val-

idate the executions of applications, but it is expensive, in

part due to the fact that it simulates every instruction in the

modeled CPU’s ISA in each step. TinyRAM’s performance

is surpassed by those of Pantry [17] and Buffet [52], but both

frameworks require loops to be unrolled to a public bound:

publicly revealing these bounds leaks information about the

underlying vulnerability.

A second open problem is to efficiently compile state-

ments from an understandable form. One immediate ap-

proach is to execute a program under a dynamic safety moni-

tor for well-understood safety properties, such as those those

implemented in Valgrind [41]; however, directly encoding

the additional monitoring would induce prohibitively large

overhead. Approaches for verifying low-level exploits in

ZK [27] rely on being able to efficiently compile directly-

understandable properties into statements of control-location

reachability.
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To address these problems, we present CHEESECLOTH, an

optimizing ZK proof-statement generator that efficently en-

codes vulnerabilities in practical software. The contributions

behind CHEESECLOTH’s design include:

1. Optimizations of ZK statements that verify the executions

of programs, taking advantage of program structure but

without revealing additional information about the exe-

cution. Specifically, Public-PC segments construct execu-

tion traces from segments with public program counters,

thus enabling aggressive constant folding, without leak-

ing information about the overall execution trace. Simi-

larly, instructions which are publicly-determined to be ex-

ecuted infrequently are sparsely supported (i.e. can’t be

executed at every step), making the statement smaller.

2. Novel, efficient ZK encodings of memory errors preva-

lent in practical software, specifically out-of-bound ac-

cess, use-after-free, free-after-free, and uninitialized ac-

cess. Previous related work focused primarily on proving

knowledge of a valid execution without proving existence

of a vulnerability [10,11] or encoded proofs of vulnerabil-

ity using a less efficient memory model [29].

3. A novel, efficient encoding of statements that a program

always leaks data (when given an exploit as a secret in-

put). Our scheme enables proofs of program properties

that are related to, but critically distinct from, existing pro-

gram monitors and type systems that prove that a program

may leak data [20, 39], optionally in ZK [21].

We implemented these optimizations and encodings in

CHEESECLOTH, a full compilation toolchain for encoding

vulnerabilities of real-world programs into efficient ZK

proofs. The toolchain extends previous approaches based

on TinyRAM, and includes a full definition of a novel

TinyRAM extension (named MicroRAM) and a compiler to

MicroRAM from the LLVM intermediate language, enabling

proofs of vulnerabilities in programs provided in C, C++, or

Rust.

We evaluated our implementation by proving in ZK the

existence of three vulnerabilities in practical systems soft-

ware. Specifically, we proved that previous versions of the

GRIT and FFmpeg [2] graphics processing libraries con-

tained buffer-overflow vulnerabilites, and that the OpenSSL

cryptograhy toolkit [3] was vulnerable to the notorious Heart-

bleed vulnerability [5]. CHEESECLOTH takes the software

C/C++ source code and a flag denoting a vulnerabilities

class; it combines these with an emulation of the runtime

environment (operating system and libraries), and applies

the aforementioned techniques, to derive a statement directly

provable in ZK. The ZK proof can then be given, as a wit-

ness, the concrete exploit used to demonstrate the original at-

tack. CHEESECLOTH contains implementations of powerful

program analyses that, when combined with manual program

partitioning in some cases, dramatically increase the scale of

programs that it can process, compared to a more naive com-

piler.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2

reviews the background that this work builds upon. Sec. 3

presents the implementation details of our CHEESECLOTH

compilation pipeline; Sec. 4 covers the critical and aggres-

sive optimizations we make to verify the ZK execution of a

program; Sec. 5 describes our ZK encodings to efficiently de-

tect memory and information leakage vulnerabilities; Sec. 6

describes our practical experience using CHEESECLOTH to

prove vulnerabilities; Sec. 7 compares our approach to re-

lated work and Sec. 8 concludes.

2 Background

In this section, we review prior work on which our contribu-

tion builds upon, specifically Zero-Knowledge (ZK) proofs of

program executions (Sec. 2.1), information leakage by pro-

grams (Sec. 2.2), and partial program evaluation (Sec. 2.3).

2.1 Zero-Knowledge Proofs

Zero-knowledge proofs enable a prover party to prove to

a verifier party that the prover knows the correctness of a

computational statement (e.g., that a given Boolean circuit

is satisfiable), without revealing information about their evi-

dence for the claim (e.g., the witness that satisfied the circuit).

There exist ZK protocols for proving knowledge of solutions

to all problems in NP [26], and in recent years, numerous ef-

ficient protocols have been developed and implemented for

ZK proofs of general statements (e.g., [8, 10, 12, 14–16, 22,

24, 28, 29, 31, 32, 38, 43, 51]).

Some of these works specifically address statements about

correct execution of programs running on a general-purpose

architecture that include Random Access Memory (RAM),

where the program is expressed in low-level machine code

or a high-level language [9,10,12,14,16,17,22,27,29,31,32,

38, 51, 52].

Our compiler uses a hybrid of step-by-step CPU emula-

tion, similar to TinyRAM [10–12], a MIPS-like CPU that

can simulate programs in C and similar low-level languages

that access RAM. The TinyRAM encoder, given a public

TinyRAM program and bound on the number of steps of ex-

ecution to simulate and a private program input, generates

an R1CS that is satisfied by encodings of the input. The con-

straint system consists of (1) a family of constraint systems

that validate computations purely over registers in each step

and (2) a novel memory-checking sub-circuit that verifies the

correctness of RAM operations using a permutation network.

This CPU-unrolling technique is excellent for supporting lan-

guage features such as data-dependent loops, control-flow

and self-modifying code. The technique can also naturally

leverage existing tools such as compilers front-ends and li-

braries.
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We combine TinyRAM-style emulation with direct com-

pilation of program blocks into circuit gates [17, 24, 52]

(Sec. 4). The compiler’s output is a circuit whose satisfia-

bility is equivalent to the existence of a vulnerability in the

source program, and whose structure does not reveal the vul-

nerability or how it may be triggered.

In our evaluation, the underlying ZK protocol is the

Mac’n’Cheese [9] protocol for proving circuit satisfiability,

as implemented by the Swanky [23] library. This is an inter-

active protocol, where the prover and verifier engage in mul-

tiple rounds of communication to evaluate the circuit, at the

end of which the verifier learns that the circuit accepted the

secret witness provided by the prover (and nothing else).

2.2 Information Flow

One core contribution of our work is a practical scheme for

proving in zero knowledge that a program leaks data, which

we have applied to prove that previous versions of OpenSSL

leak private data, as triggered by the Heartbleed vulnerabil-

ity (described in Sec. 5.2 and Sec. 6.3). The scheme’s design

requires a formal treatment of information flow: specifically,

a treatment sufficiently formal that we could generate logical

circuits that would be satisfied only by witnesses to leakage.

In the interest of space and clarity, we will omit a definition

of information flow and leakage for a full programming lan-

guage, but we will describe ours in sfufficient datail to com-

municate the key challenges and approaches.

A labeling L is a subset of a program’s input variables I

designated as the private inputs, and a subset of its output

variables O denoted as public outputs. Program P satisfies

noninterference with respect to L if each pair of inputs that

are only distinct at private inputs result in values that are the

same at all public outputs; P leaks with respect to L if, with

respect to L, it does not satisfy noninterference. It follows

from the above definition that a leak is witnessed by a pair

of executions that differ only at L-labeled inputs and produce

distinct L-labeled outputs.

Noninterference has a precise but accessible formal defi-

nition that can capture the flow requirements of some criti-

cal software [20], but its shortcomings in practice are well

known [39, 40, 45]: the complete information flow spec-

ifications of practical programs often are not noninterfer-

ence properties, intuitively because programs that take sen-

sitive inputs typically do need to reveal some partial infor-

mation about them; and even when desired flow properties

are noninterference properties, proving that a program sat-

isfies the property in general can involve careful reasoning

about unbounded data and control. A rich body of prior

work [13, 18, 19, 25] has considered generalizations of non-

interference involving equivalences over observable events,

along with rich programming languages and type systems

and attempt to prove their satisfaction. However, noninterfer-

ence properties still constitute aspects of a program’s com-

plete information flow requirements that unfortunately are

both critical and are violated in practice (Heartbleed being

a prominent example). This pattern justisfies the current

work’s primary focus on proving noninterference violations.

2.2.1 Labeled Programs and Executions

In their most general form, information flow and leakage are

defined over pairs of executions. Practical program moni-

tors [20, 49] and type systems [39] prove facts about all exe-

cution pairs, by labeling the program’s data and control struc-

tures with metadata which is tracked through the execution.

These approaches can be carried out by a programmer or au-

tomated analysis that directly annotates the program or exe-

cution. However, the requisite guarantees are different in our

proof-of-vulnerability context compared to their usual appli-

cations, as seen next.

At a high level, the guarantees provided by dynamic infor-

mation flow monitors are as follows. A labeling of a program

execution over n steps is an assignment from each program

variable and step 0 ≤ i < n to a sensitivity label. A label-

ing over-approximates information flow if, from any two ex-

ecutions starting from states that only differ at high inputs,

the program produces results that differ only at high-labeled

timestamped storage cells (static analyses and type systems

lift this property to be defined over all pairs of executions

that differ only at sensitive inputs).

Such over-approximation allows for “false positives” in

identifying information flows. For example, in a context

where only input x is sensitive and the return value is pub-

lic, the following function always_true does not leak any

information about its input secret because it returns true

for each input value:

bool always_true(bool secret) {

if (secret) return secret;

else return !secret; }

However, many natural taint analyses would label the re-

turned values as sensitive because it is computed from

secret.

Over-approximation of potential leaks is often still valu-

able for aiding programmers to ensure that their program

does not leak: falsely determining that a secure program may

leak may constitute a nuisance, and may need be mitigated

to ensure practicality, but can to some degree to tolerated.

However, in our setting of proving a leak in ZK, it is un-

acceptable for the verifier to learn only that a program may

leak. The whole point is to prove that it does leak (given the

purported exploit). We will thus create a labeling which is an

under-approximation, i.e., when the labels say so, a leakage

is present. It will then remain to empirically show that label-

ing indeed detects leakage for the vulnerabilities of interest.
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2.3 Partial Evaluation

In many practical contexts, a program may receive different

subsets of its input at different times after it has been written

and compiled: e.g., after being installed, a configuration file

may be included that remains the same over all executions

on distinct inputs subsequently received from a network. A

natural objective is, given a program and a subset of its in-

puts that can be fixed, to generate a specialized program that

processes the remaining inputs with improved performance.

Stated more precisely, for program P(X ,Y ) with input vari-

ables X and Y , a partial evaluation of P on an assignment

A : X →Words from X to data values Words is a program PA

such that P(A,B) is the same as PA(B) for each assignment

B : Y →Words.

Partially evaluating programs in a practical language

brings several complexities [35]; the underlying technique

amounts to: (1) evaluate the program under a symbolic state,

in which registers and memory addresses may be mapped

either to memory addresses or terms defined over symbolic

variables that denoted unknown values; (2) using computed

symbolic states that describe all possible states at each con-

trol point, simplify the control structure at each point. Vari-

ations of this technique may be viewed as aggressive exten-

sions and generalizations of the constant propagation analy-

sis and constant folding transformation implemented in con-

ventional optmizing compilers [7].

3 CHEESECLOTH Implementation

CHEESECLOTH produces ZK proofs of real world vulnera-

bilities. It takes as input a public LLVM program (typically

compiled from C, C++, or Rust) and, when run as the prover,

a secret exploit that triggers a vulnerability in the program.

CHEESECLOTH outputs a ZK circuit that verifies the execu-

tion trace of the program and checks whether or not a vulner-

ability occurred during that execution. The pipeline enables a

prover to demonstrate to a verifier that there is a vulnerability

in a program while keeping the vulnerability and triggering

exploit secret.

CHEESECLOTH produces ZK circuits in multiple stan-

dard representations including Rank-1 Constraints Systems

(R1CS) [10] and SIEVE IR [6]. Because the circuits are seri-

alized in standardized formats, CHEESECLOTH is agnostic to

the ZK protocol applied. When run as the prover, CHEESE-

CLOTH outputs the accompanying witness for the circuit.

CHEESECLOTH can be extended to check different proper-

ties about a program’s execution. Users can selectively en-

able which extensions to run by providing different input

flags to the compilation pipeline. These extensions are how

the memory and information leakage vulnerability detection

checks described in Sec. 5 are implemented. This section

covers the baseline design of the CHEESECLOTH compila-

tion pipeline which includes (1) the MicroRAM assembly

language, (2) the MicroRAM Compiler, and (3) the Witness

Checker Generator. Sec. 4 describes optimizations for this

design that enable it to scale to real world vulnerabilities.

3.1 MicroRAM

The MicroRAM assembly language is critical to CHEESE-

CLOTH. It is the core IR language that CHEESECLOTH op-

erates on and is the language that the MicroRAM Compiler

compiles LLVM programs to. The Witness Checker Genera-

tor produces ZK circuits that verify program executions ac-

cording to MicroRAM’s architecture.

MicroRAM is heavily inspired by TinyRAM [10, 11],

which is a practical and efficient assembly language with

a simple transition function that is ideal for ZK execution

verification. We describe MicroRAM and its architecture be-

low, and we precisely describe how its design diverges from

TinyRAM in Sec. 3.1.1.

MicroRAM is a random-access machine designed to effi-

ciently detect vulnerabilities in program executions. It is a

reduced instruction set computer (RISC) with a Harvard ar-

chitecture and byte-addressable random-access memory.

MicroRAM instructions are relatively simple and include

4 boolean operations, 8 arithmetic operations for signed and

unsigned integers, 2 shift operations, 5 compare operations, 2

move operations, 3 jump instructions, 2 operations for read-

ing and writing to memory, and 1 answer operation that re-

turns and halts the execution. Floating-point and vector arith-

metic are not directly supported in the MicroRAM machine

and must be implemented in software. Instructions take two

registers and one operand (either a register or an immediate)

as arguments. As an example, instruction xor ri rj 255

writes to register ri the exclusive-or of register rj and the im-

mediate 255. CHEESECLOTH extensions like those described

in Sec. 5 can introduce additional instructions as needed.

The state of the MicroRAM machine consists of the pro-

gram counter (pc), k 64-bit registers, a memory of 264 64-bit

words, a flag indicating whether or not the execution so far is

valid (inv_flag), and a flag tracking whether a vulnerability

has occurred (vuln_flag). CHEESECLOTH extensions can

extend the state of the MicroRAM machine as well.

To demonstrate the existence of a vulnerability in a pro-

gram, a prover must present a secret input that results in a

valid execution trace that triggers a vulnerability. Formally,

given a MicroRAM program, P, and an initial memory, m0,

P(m0) demonstrates a vulnerability in T steps if inv_flag

is false and vuln_flag is true in the final MicroRAM

state of the program’s execution trace. inv_flag is set to

false if any of the checks validating the program’s execu-

tion fails. The extensions implementing the vulnerability de-

tection checks set vuln_flag to true if they observe a vul-

nerability during the program’s execution.
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3.1.1 Beyond TinyRAM

As mentioned above, our MicroRAM machine is inspired by

TinyRAM. Here we report on how MicroRAM’s design de-

parts from the TinyRAM model.

• MicroRAM’s memory model is byte-addressable while

TinyRAM is word-addressable. Byte-addressable memory

is necessary to support functionality like string manipula-

tions and packed structs, without adding subroutines to ac-

cess bytes within full words.

• TinyRAM receives input via input tapes. In MicroRAM,

input is passed directly in memory, which saves many cy-

cles that TinyRAM spends copying input to memory. A Mi-

croRAM program can request non-deterministic advice in

several ways, however the prover does not have to commit

to the advice ahead of time on a tape; instead they provide

the advice upon request. This approach is better suited to

support backends that exploit parallelism or streaming, and

it results in smaller circuits.

• TinyRAM uses a 1-bit condition flag for branching while

MicroRAM does not. This is advantageous since Micro-

RAM targets a variety of backends including non-boolean

arithmetic circuits where the flag is more expensive than a

regular register1. In addition, the semantics without a flag

are much simpler so the compiler, interpreter, and circuit

generator are simpler as well. We found that even when

targeting boolean circuits, the benefits of having a condi-

tion flag are outweighed by the extra complexity.

• We have not yet explored using a von Neumann architec-

ture [12] for MicroRAM because, despite the asymptotic

benefits, the instruction fetching circuit is not yet a limit-

ing factor in our ZK statements.

3.2 MicroRAM Compiler

The MicroRAM Compiler is implemented as a LLVM back-

end that takes LLVM IR programs as input and produces Mi-

croRAM assembly as output. We currently support C, C++,

and Rust programs by compiling them to LLVM IR with the

Clang and rustc compiler frontends. Support for other lan-

guages such as C#, Haskell, or Scala can be added in the

future by connecting their appropriate LLVM frontends and

writing the appropriate standard libraries.

Our compiler backend supports a large subset of the

LLVM IR language. The compiler supports all boolean and

arithmetic operations for integers of different sizes, bitwise

operations, all non-concurrent memory operations including

pointer arithmetic with getelementptr, conversion opera-

tions, function calls, variable arguments, comparisons, and

phi nodes. Complex operations like floating-point opera-

tions are implemented in software via a LLVM compiler

1If full words fit in a field element, then the flag is the same size as a

register, but requires special circuitry and has more restrictions.

pass.

Exceptions, and all exception handling instructions, are

not supported; but we we can still tolerate programs with ex-

ceptions as long as the prover is disclose that the execution of

interest, which triggers a vulnerability, does not throw any ex-

ceptions. This is since the MicroRAM Compiler translates all

exception handling instructions to traps that mark the trace as

invalid by setting the inv_flag flag. By inserting traps, the

MicroRAM Compiler can process programs with any num-

ber of unsupported features, as long as the prover is will-

ing to reveal that those features are not involved in the vul-

nerable execution. With this simple trick, users can compile

real-world programs without having to manually remove un-

supported features. When enabling traps, provers must take

care not to reveal too much information about the underlying

vulnerability. Sec. 3.2.3 presents a more detailed discussion

about the security implications of how proof statements can

reveal information about their witnesses.

3.2.1 Standard library

MicroRAM supports a significant portion of the C standard

library and POSIX system calls, using Picolibc [4]: a library

that offers the C standard library APIs and was originally de-

signed for small embedded systems with limited RAM. Picol-

ibc supports multiple widely deployed target architectures,

including ARM, RISC-V, and x86-64.

We implemented MicroRAM as a target architecture for

Picolibc. This enables the MicroRAM compiler to support

most of the C standard library and POSIX system calls. It

is also convenient as it allows prover to publicly customize

the behavior of system calls. For example, in our case study

of OpenSSL, the victim server receives the malicious re-

quest from the attacker over the network. We customized the

behavior of read when compiled natively to intercept and

record all data received over the network. When compiled

for MicroRAM, read returns the previously recorded exploit

request, which is loaded from secret memory. We also cus-

tomize the implementation of malloc and free to efficiently

detect memory vulnerabilities (Sec. 5.1.1).

3.2.2 Generating advice

As we will see in later sections, CHEESECLOTH requires non-

deterministic advice to efficiently generate a ZK circuit that

verifies the consistency of memory in an execution (Sec. 3.3)

and the presence of a vulnerability (Sec. 5.1). To aid the

prover in producing that advice, the MicroRAM compiler

runs two interpreter passes. The first pass executes the pro-

gram without any advice and records the necessary advice.

The second execution runs the nondeterministic semantics

and records the trace, which is passed to the Witness Checker

Generator to produce the witness for the prover.
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3.2.3 Security

MicroRAM produces zero-knowledge proofs which ensure

that no additional information is revealed about the wit-

ness. However, the proof statement itself can reveal informa-

tion about the secret input. For example, in MicroRAM and

TinyRAM the circuit reveals a time bound T on the execution

length. In Pantry/Buffet, the circuit discloses an upper bound

Ti on every loop (and recursive function) in the execution. In

vRAM [53], every instruction run during the execution is re-

vealed to the verifier. We argue that a formalization of this

information leakage is necessary. Interesting and important

future work will be to define a formal framework to analyse

how secure these encodings are.

3.2.4 Preprocessing public inputs

One opportunity for aggressive optimization is to publicly

evaluate logic that is determined by the program’s public in-

puts. Many practical programs collect inputs from multiple

sources, some of which are not secret (i.e., irrelevant to the

vulnerability). If the prover and verifier agree when defining

a proof statement that only some inputs are sensitive secrets

(e.g., data packets received from a network connection) while

others are not (e.g., straightforward configuration options),

then the resulting proof statement could be immediately op-

timized by generating the proof statement and partially eval-

uating the resulting circuit on its input wires corresponding

to non-sensitive inputs.

CHEESECLOTH supports such cases with a compiler pass

that determines the largest program prefix in which no op-

eration depends on secret inputs. The MicroRAM compiler

then separates the public prefix from the remaining program

suffix and compiles them separately. When the interpreter is

executed by both the prover and verifier, it executes the pre-

fix and defines a public snapshot of the resulting state, includ-

ing both registers and memory. When executed by the prover,

the interpreter then executes the remaining suffix using both

the snapshot and their private input generate to generate the

statement’s witness. In practice, this simple optimization has

significant impact, reducing the number of execution steps in

OpenSSL’s ZK proof statement from 25M to 1.3M (Sec. 6.3).

The compiler optimization implements a relatively re-

stricted form of partial evaluation and constant folding

(Sec. 2.3). Our initial experience indicates that further ex-

tensions could improve CHEESECLOTH’s performance dras-

tically: a key technical challenge is that while programs may

perform much processing of public data over the course of

the entire execution, the processing is often interleaved with

computation over sensitive inputs. Evaluating each of the in-

terleaved phases of public computation is sound in principle,

but can only be automated by ensuring that regions of storage

used by public and secret phases are disjoint. Such automa-

tion could potentially be achieved by applying points-to and

shape analyses [46–48], including separation logic [44].

3.3 Witness Checker Generator

The Witness Checker Generator takes as input a MicroRAM

program and generates a ZK circuit, serialized in standard-

ized formats including R1CS and SIEVE IR. It also accepts

nondeterministic advice as input and outputs the secret wit-

ness to the circuit when run as the prover.

The Witness Checker Generator builds arithmetic circuits

for the prime field 2128−159. As an optimization, it automat-

ically constant folds gates that are independent of secret in-

puts. To scale to large circuits and avoid running out of mem-

ory, it streams the circuit serialization to a file. This stream-

ing is independent of secret witnesses, so the same circuit is

generated for the prover and verifier.

The nondeterministic advice the Witness Checker Genera-

tor accepts provides a description of a program’s execution

together with the advice necessary to run it. Concretely, the

advice for an execution of T steps contains the initial pro-

gram memory, the T MicroRAM states making up the execu-

tion trace, and a mapping from step number to additional ad-

vice given at each step. This additional advice includes mem-

ory ports for what is read or written to memory and stutters

that indicate the execution should pause for the current step.

The Witness Checker Generator produces a ZK circuit that

verifies that the witness describes a valid execution trace for

the program and that a vulnerability occurs. The circuit is

split into four key pieces: (1) the transition function circuit,

(2) the memory consistency circuit, (3) a state transition net-

work, and (4) public-pc segments. We describe the first two

here, which follow a similar structure to the circuit construc-

tion for TinyRAM [10]. The other two are described later in

Sec. 4.1.

Transition function circuit. The transition function circuit

checks a single step of execution. These checks are chained

together to validate the entire execution trace. Fig. 1 shows

pseudocode for the transition function circuit. It takes as

input the circuit’s wire representation of the current Micro-

RAM state, the next state, and any additional advice needed

for the current step. The circuit then fetches the instruction

to execute based on the program counter and pulls out the

instruction’s argument values by indexing into machine reg-

isters. It calculates the expected result of the step by multi-

plexing over the instruction. Finally, the circuit ensures that

the calculated expected state matches the next state provided

as advice.

Memory consistency circuit. The memory consistency cir-

cuit is similar to TinyRAM’s except addresses are byte-

addressable instead of word-addressable. Each step may

have a corresponding memory port advice that states the ad-

dress and what was read or written to memory. The transi-

tion function circuit verifies that the execution trace matches

the memory port advice. All of the memory ports are sorted

by address and step number. The memory consistency cir-
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1 fn transition_func(circuit, current_st, next_st) {

2 let expected_st = current_st.clone();

3 let instr = fetch_instr(circuit, current_st.pc);

4 let arg1 = index(circuit, current_st.regs, instr.op1);

5 let arg2 = index(circuit, current_st.regs, instr.op2);

6

7 let result = circuit.mux(instr.opcode == XOR,

8 xor(circuit, arg1, arg2), ...);

9 expected_st.pc = circuit.mux(

10 is_jump(circuit, instr.opcode),

11 result,

12 circuit.add(current_st.pc, 1));

13 write_index(circuit, expected_st.regs, instr.dest,

14 result);

15

16 circuit.assert(expected_st == next_st); }

Figure 1: Pseudocode for the transition function circuit that

validates a single MicroRAM step.

cuit linearly scans the memory ports to ensure that all reads

and writes to a given address are consistent with the previ-

ous memory operation. For example, a read should return

the same value that was previously written to an address. Fi-

nally, the memory consistency circuit checks that the sorted

memory ports are a permutation of the memory ports used by

the transition function circuit. Sec. 5.1 describes how these

checks are enhanced to efficiently detect memory vulnerabil-

ities.

4 Optimizations

This section describes two of CHEESECLOTH’s key optimiza-

tions: constructing executions with public program coun-

ters (Sec. 4.1) and tuning steps based on instruction sparsity

(Sec. 4.2). Sec. 6.4 contains an empirical evaluation of the

optimizations’ effectiveness.

4.1 Public-PC segments

The MicroRAM machine is design to minimize the size of

the circuit that checks the transition function circuit. How-

ever, even with MicroRAM’s small instruction set, the tran-

sition function circuit is still large. This is due to the fact

that every transition function must support every operation

in every step of execution. What if we could remove all the

unused functionality? This is the approach of vRAM [53],

where the circuit is tuned to check the instruction that is exe-

cuted at each step. The resulting circuit is much smaller, but

unfortunately the trace of executed instructions is revealed.

The values in memory and registers would still be kept secret,

however a verifier could easily discover where the vulnerable

code is in the program. In this section, we present public-pc

segments which generate much smaller circuits without re-

vealing the trace.

A public-pc segment is a sequence of transition circuits

with a hardcoded and public program counter. Using con-

stant folding, all the instruction fetches of the public-pc seg-

ments are known and the unused functionality of every step

can be removed. For example, with a public program counter,

the fetch_instr and subsequent mux operations over the in-

struction in Fig. 1 can be constant folded away. We gener-

ate public-pc segments for all straightline code segments in

a program, and we implemented a compiler pass that uses a

naive control-flow analysis to estimate how many times each

segment will be used. The analysis takes a global bound spec-

ifying how many times to unroll loops and estimates how

many times a function will be called by counting the number

of call sites for that function in the program.

To preserve the security of the trace, the cycle counter of

segments is kept private. In addition, we introduce a state

routing network so that the end state of a segment could be

the initial state for any other segment in the circuit. Just like

the memory routing network, the routing information for the

state routing network is given by the prover and kept secret.

As a further optimization, we avoid using the state rout-

ing network when possible. For example, when a public-pc

segment branches to two statically known locations, we di-

rectly connect the end state of that segment to the segments

representating those two locations.

It is possible that the bound for unrolling loops is not large

enough to support certain executions, so the pipeline would

not generate enough public-pc segments for a section of code.

As backup, the pipeline also produces private-pc segments

which are just like public-pc segments except the program

counter is not revealed. Private-pc segments look similar to a

much smaller TinyRAM circuit with the difference that their

start and end states come from the state routing network. The

circuits for these segments are significantly larger, but can ex-

ecute any part of the program at any point during execution.

4.2 Sparsity

With the naive CPU unrolling described in Sec. 3.3, ev-

ery transition function must contain a memory port, which

causes the memory consistency network to grow at a rate of

O(T logT ), where T is the number of steps executed. Unfor-

tunately, most of those gates are wasted by execution steps

that do not access memory. CHEESECLOTH mitigates this ex-

cess by removing some of the unused memory ports, thereby

reducing the size of the memory consistency circuit.

The key observation for this optimization is that memory

operations are rarely contiguous. Even when a program per-

forms a memory-intensive operation, other instructions are

often interleaved between memory instructions. For exam-

ple, when adding the values in a buffer, it takes some steps

to increment the pointer and add the values between memory

reads. This enables us to share one memory port among s

contiguous steps, shrinking the memory consistency network
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by a factor of s.

We define the memory sparsity, s, as the number of steps

that share a single memory port. CHEESECLOTH chooses s

based on a static analysis of the code. The analysis deter-

mines the minimum distance between two memory opera-

tions in any possible execution. Across statically-unknown

jumps (e.g. calling a function from a pointer dereference),

the analysis naively considers all the instructions the control

flow can possibly jump to. This memory sparsity number s is

then used by the MicroRAM Compiler and Witness Checker

Generator to generate the optimized circuit.

Given a memory sparsity s, the Witness Checker Generator

will group s consecutive steps and create a single memory

port for all of these steps. A multiplexer connects the single

memory port to the entire group and sends the result, using

nondeterministic advice, to the right step (if any).

If s is larger than the actual sparsity displayed by a trace,

then (if unlucky) multiple memory accesses can fall into

the same group of steps, which has a single memory port.

CHEESECLOTH handles this situation by inserting stutter

instructions that delay memory operations until they are

pushed into the next group with separate memory ports. In-

serting stutter instructions can be expensive, but reducing the

size of the memory consistency circuit is more beneficial

(Sec. 6.4). In future work, we will explore swapping program

instructions to reduce stutter instructions and determine the

optimal s parameter for most programs.

5 Encoding Vulnerabilities

This section describes how CHEESECLOTH encodes two

prevalent and critical classes of software vulnerabilities:

memory unsafety (Sec. 5.1) and data leakage (Sec. 5.2).

5.1 Memory unsafety

We now describe how CHEESECLOTH efficiently models

memory and represents memory vulnerabilties. In CHEESE-

CLOTH, memory is an array of 264 bytes with half reserved

for the heap and the rest for global variables and the stack.

Our approach is to keep track of valid memory (e.g. allo-

cated arrays) and report a vulnerability (i.e., set bug_flag)

when the program accesses non-valid memory. At the start

of the execution, the only valid memory is where the global

variables are stored and, during execution, malloc makes allo-

cated regions valid and free makes them invalid again. With

this technique we can catch the following memory errors:

• Uninitialized access. All uninitialized memory is invalid,

so any use triggers a bug.

• Use-after-free. When a region is freed it becomes invalid,

so any use triggers a bug.

• Free-after-free. The implementation of free starts by read-

ing a word from the region to be freed, if the region is not

1 void* malloc(size_t size) {

2 // Get pointer from advice

3 char* addr = __cc_malloc(size);

4 /* Compute and validate the size of

5 * the allocation provided by the

6 * prover. */

7 size_t region_size =

8 1ull << ((addr >> 58) & 63);

9 /* The allocated region must have

10 * space for `size` bytes, plus

11 * an additional word for metadata.

12 */

13 __cc_valid_if(

14 region_size >= size + sizeof(uintptr_t),

15 "allocated region size is too small");

16 /* `region_size` is always a power of

17 * two and is at least the word size,

18 * so the address must be a multiple

19 * of the word size. */

20 __cc_valid_if(addr % region_size == 0,

21 "allocated address is misaligned for"

22 "its region size");

23 /* Write 1 (allocated) to the metadata

24 * field, and poison it to prevent

25 * tampering, invalidating the trace

26 * if the metadata word is already

27 * poisoned (this happens if the

28 * prover tries to return the same

29 * region for two separate

30 * allocations). */

31 uintptr_t* metadata = (uintptr_t*)

32 (addr + region_size - sizeof(uintptr_t));

33 __cc_write_and_poison(metadata, 1);

34

35 // further computation...

36 return (void*)addr; }

Figure 2: Implementation of non-deterministic malloc.

valid it triggers a bug.

• Out-of-bound access. If the program accesses an address

out of bounds, that new location might (see below) not be

valid and this triggers a bug.

It is clear that a normal execution with such bound check-

ing might miss out-of-bound access bugs, when the ac-

cess happens to fall on another valid region, and free-after-

free/use-after-free bugs, if an intermediate malloc makes the

region valid before the bug is triggered. However, we only

need to show that the bug exists in one execution, so we im-

plement a malloc guided by nondeterministic advice; this lets

the prover choose the allocation layout to ensure the bug is

triggered.

While the techniques described here are specific to heap

memory bugs, the same ideas can be applied to the stack.

5.1.1 Encoding dynamic memory allocation

An implementation of malloc with nondeterminism poses

its own challenges. If left unchecked, the prover could man-

ufacture an execution that triggers a false bug. For example

the prover could malloc overlapping regions such that if one
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is freed and the other one is accessed a false bug is triggered.

Thus, our implementation of malloc and free (Fig. 2) focuses

on verifying that the nondeterminisitc choices are legal. If

foul play is detected, the execution is flagged as invalid with

inv_flag and will not be accepted by the verifier.

To ensure that malloc never returns overlapping regions,

we predetermine aligned non-overlapping regions of differ-

ent sizes for malloc to choose from. Concretely, we divide

memory into 26 pools of size 258, then subdivide pool i into

regions of size 2i. malloc rounds up the requested size to the

next power of two, then returns the start of an unallocated

region of that size. For example, malloc(15) must return a

region in the 4th pool and be 16-byte aligned. In fact, we can

easily verify that malloc has allocated a correct region just

by looking at the pointer returned: the first 6 bits determine

the pool and the rest the alignment.

Finally, malloc must not return the same pointer twice

without it being freed in between. To do so, we add to each

region one word reserved for metadata that is marked and

made invalid when the region is allocated. If the region was

allocated again, the invalid metadata would be made invalid

again which makes the trace invalid by setting inv_flag.

Furthermore, an implementation of malloc/ free that tracks

the validity of all memory locations would be quite inef-

ficient. Luckily, the prover knows exactly where the bug

will happen and thus the malloc/ free implementation only

needs to track the status of that location. At the beginning

of the execution, the prover commits to a secret location

stored in the global variable __cc_memory_error_address

and then malloc/ free only track the validity of that location.

In particular, if an allocated/freed region does not contain

__cc_memory_error_address then malloc/ free do not check

for errors, and run in constant time.

5.2 Data leakage

A straightforward approach to proving leakage would be to

directly encode the definition of noninterference in the ZK

circuit. This could be accomplished by verifying two pro-

gram executions where only sensitive inputs are distinct but

public outputs are distinct. However, such an approach would

result in a statement of twice the size required for validating

a single execution. Instead, we might hope to prove a leak

using a single execution in which storage is annotated with

labels (Sec. 2.2). However, such systems tranditionally have

only been designed to prove that a program may leak infor-

mation, which is unacceptable for definitively proving a leak

without providing a violating execution directly (Sec. 2.2.1).

Specifying leakage To identify sensitive sources and sinks,

the instructions source and sink are added to the Mi-

croRAM instruction set, and are directly wrapped by user-

level functions taintSource and taintSink, respectively.

source annotates that a given byte of data carries sensitive

data; sink annotates that a given byte is output to a channel.

Instantiating the general definitions of information flow and

leakage (Sec. 2.2) for this extended ISA, a MicroRAM pro-

gram leaks if it has two executions whose inputs only differ

at addresses given to source, but result in different values

at an address given in calls to sink. Leakage is established

by the prover and verifier collaborating to extend the subject

program to call the taintSource and taintSink to anno-

tate sensitive sources and sinks.

Proving leakage To soundly and precisely prove leakage, we

propose a novel labeling system that tracks what program

storage may and must hold secret. There are four labels, de-

noted and partially ordered as

⊥⊑ ℓ0, ℓ1 ⊑⊤

with a least-upper bound (i.e., join) operation denoted ⊔. La-

bels ℓ0 and ℓ1 annotates data that must belong to one of two

principals; ⊤ denotes that the data’s sensitivity is unknown;

⊥ denotes data that must not be influenced by a principal.

With this labeling scheme, leakage of ℓ-labeled data written

to a ℓc-labeled sink must occur when ℓ 6=⊤∧ ℓ 6⊑ ℓc.

MicroRAM state is extended so that every register and

byte of memory is associated with a label, similar to previ-

ous leakage monitors [20, 42, 49, 50]. Two additional labels

model effects of instructions other than register arithmetic.

The control context label γ is maintained to be ⊥ if the pro-

gram execution has not branched on secret data, and ⊤ other-

wise; similarly, the storage context label σ is maintained to

be ⊥ if the program has not stored to a secret address, and ⊤
otherwise.

Each assignment x:=e sets the label of x to L(e)⊔ γ⊔σ

(where L(e) is the label of e, defined below); thus, if the pro-

gram has branched on secret data or written to a secret ad-

dress, the label of x is set to ⊤. If e is an arithmetic/logical

operation f (y), then L(e) is ⊥ when L(y) is ⊥ and ⊤ other-

wise; L(e) = L(y) if f is a bijection: our current implemen-

tation conservatively only labels single-register expressions

(i.e., copy sources) as L(y). If e is a load *p, then L(e) is

L(*p). Conditional branches update γ and memory stores up-

date σ according to the labels’ descriptions; we omit formal

descriptions here, due to space constraints.

Plenty of natural programs leak but cannot be proved to

do so by this labeling system, potentially because a leakage

happens after branching or storing to a ⊤-labeled value, or

because a secret value is propagated over an operation not

recognized as a bijection. Such cases restrict the situations in

which the labeling scheme can be applied to prove leakage,

but do not threaten its validity when it claims that a given

program leaks. They might be addressed in future work that

refines instruction interpretations using valid logical axioms

(e.g., the fact that for each value x, x+ 0 = x). Such threats

and mitigations are dual to threats to precision, and possi-

ble refinements when proving that a program execution may

leak.
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6 Evaluation

We evaluate CHEESECLOTH with three case studies that

demonstrate ZK proofs of real world software vulnerabilities.

The vulnerabilities scale by code size and execution trace

length to showcase the capabilities of CHEESECLOTH. We

also benchmark the optimizations (Sec. 4) to evaluate their

effectiveness.

Tab. 1 presents the results of using CHEESECLOTH to pro-

duce ZK proofs for our case studies which include GRIT,

FFMPEG, and OpenSSL. For each case study, we report

the size of the program in terms of the number of Micro-

RAM instructions, the number of execution steps required

to demonstrate the vulnerability, and the number of multipli-

cation gates in the resulting ZK circuit. We prove satisfia-

bility of the ZK circuit using the Mac’n’Cheese [9] interac-

tive ZK protocol, as implemented by the Swanky [23] library.

We record the protocol running time and communication cost

between the prover and verifier. All measurements were per-

formed on a 128 core Intel Xeon E7-8867 CPU with 2 TB of

RAM running Debian 11, although our implementation typi-

cally uses considerably less memory (Tab. 1).

6.1 Memory unsafety in GRIT

The GBA Raster Image Transmogrifier (GRIT) [34] converts

bitmap image files to a graphics format that is readable by

the Game Boy Advance. A bitmap image includes headers, a

palette array indicating the colors in the image, and the pixels

for the image. For 24bpp images, GRIT’s parser assumes the

palette size is zero and allocates a buffer without space for

the palette. When populating the buffer, it checks the image

header for the number of palette entries without checking that

this matches the assumed palette size that was used during

allocation. As a result, a malformed 24bpp image can write

an arbitrary amount of data (up to the length of the file) past

the allocated buffer.

To demonstrate this memory error, we construct a 24bpp

exploit image with 0x3000 bytes of pixel data and 12 bytes of

palette data. On Linux, the 12 byte overflow overwrites heap

metadata and triggers an assertion failure in the memory allo-

cator. When run through CHEESECLOTH, we generate a ZK

proof that a memory error is triggered within six thousand

steps of GRIT’s execution without revealing the triggering

image or where the error occurred in the code.

6.2 Memory unsafety in FFmpeg

FFmpeg is a tool for recording, converting, and streaming au-

dio and video [2], and is used in popular software projects

such as Chrome, Firefox, iTunes, VLC, and YouTube. FFm-

peg is written in C and has been plagued by vulnerabilities

that compromise memory safety, enabling attackers to exe-

cute code and share local files over the network. Versions of

FFmpeg prior to v1.1.2 contained a vulnerability [1] caused

by the memory error in the function gif_copy_img_rect,

which copies the frame of a GIF file between buffers. Previ-

ous versions of gif_copy_img_rect insecurely calculated

a pointer to the end of a memory buffer by directly using

the input image’s height. This calculation allowed an attacker

to provide a carefully crafted GIF which causes FFmpeg to

write to memory outside of an array’s bounds.

To prove memory unsafety of FFmpeg in ZK, we manually

crafted a GIF image that exploits the described memory vul-

nerability. We passed this image and a program module that

invokes FFmpeg’s video decoder to CHEESECLOTH, which

generated a proof of a out-of-bound access. The only facts re-

vealed about the exploitative GIF are what are implied by the

fact that it trigger an out-of-bound access within 76K steps

of execution.

Preprocessing FFmpeg on public inputs There was po-

tential to aggressively optimize FFmpeg’s proof state-

ment, which was ultimately achieved by applying CHEESE-

CLOTH’s constant folding transformation pass after manual

program partitioning. The need for partitioning arose due to

the interleaving of public and secret computation in the GIF

modules, which executes by: (1) demultiplexing a given se-

cret GIF file into a sequence of data packets; (2) initializing

the state of the decoder, using public configuration settings;

(3) executing the codec that contains the vulnerability.

Although phase (2) computes entirely over public data, it

would not be optimized by CHEESECLOTH’s constant fold-

ing pass because the pass halts upon detecting computation

that uses secret data, and thus would not optimize any pro-

gram segment after phase (1). To address this issue, we man-

ually partitioned the program by phase, applied CHEESE-

CLOTH’s constant folding pass to each, and linked the result-

ing optimized MicroRAM code. In general, our case study

of FFmpeg motivates the further study and design of more

aggressive constant folding passes, which might apply more

sophisticated static program analyses (Secs. 2.3 and 3.2.4).

6.3 Leakage in OpenSSL

OpenSSL [3] is a widely deployed open-source crypto-

graphic library that contains implementations of the SSL and

TLS protocols. OpenSSL versions 1.0.1 to 1.0.1f contained

a devastating vulnerability dubbed Heartbleed, discovered in

2014 [5], that could be exploited by a remote attacker to

completely leak information stored over the protocol’s exe-

cution, including other clients’ sensitive information and pri-

vate keys.

Comprehensive descriptions of SSL and OpenSSL are be-

yond the scope of this paper; for the purposes of our work,

it suffices to note that SSL parties support multiple requests,

including both requests to store data from the another party

and requests to reply to a heartbeat signal: a signal sent only
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Program Code size (K instrs) Execution steps (K) Mult gates (M) Protocol time Protocol memory

GRIT 3 5 26.7 3m 40s 845 MB

FFmpeg 24 79 672.7 1h 22m 19 GB

OpenSSL 340 1,300 17,049.5 36h 45m 460 GB

Table 1: Results for generating and running a ZK proof of software vulnerability for each case study.

1 void process_heartbeat(SSLRequest *req) {

2 unsigned int len = parse_heartbeat_len(req);

3 unsigned char *heartbeat = get_heartbeat(req);

4 unsigned char *response = malloc(len);

5 memcpy(response, heartbeat, len);

6 write(response, len); }

Figure 3: Pseudocode depicting the Heartbleed vulnerability.

to obtain a response to ensure that the other party is still re-

sponsive.

The heartbeat request and response is critical to the oper-

ation of the Heartbleed vulnerability. A well-formed request

consists of a data buffer d and a length field n < |d|. A cor-

rect response to such a request returns the first n bytes con-

tained in d. However, a party could potentially transmit an

ill-formed request, in which n > |d|. The correct response to

such an ill-formed request is to reject it.

The implementation of OpenSSL (illustrated by the pseu-

docode function process_heartbeat in Fig. 3) crucially

failed to implement this aspect of the protocol and instead

returned the n bytes of memory contiguous with the input

buffer. process_heartbeat takes a heartbeat request from

a client and echos the provided heartbeat string back. It does

so by first parsing the length of the heartbeat string from

the client’s request. The function then gets a pointer to the

heartbeat string in the request. Next, it allocates a response

buffer and copies len bytes from the heartbeat string into

the response buffer, which is subsequently sent back to the

client. Since process_heartbeat does not check the pro-

vided heartbeat length against the actual length of the heart-

beat string, if the claimed length is larger than the actual

length of the provided heartbeat string, memory beyond the

client’s request is sent back to the client. This is practically

exploitable, and has been demonstrated to reveal sensitive in-

memory data such as cryptographic keys and passwords.

Using CHEESECLOTH, we proved in ZK that OpenSSL

version 1.0.1f leaks arbitrary user information in 1.3M steps

of execution, propagating data purely over register copies,

loads, and stores; while the statement reveals a bound on the

amount of computation required to perform the leak and in-

formation about the types of instructions used to perform the

leak (described below), it gives no direct indication of what

validation is missing in the function for processing heartbeat

requests, or that heartbeat requests are involved in the leak at

all. We describe the statement proved, along with technical

challenges and solutions, in more detail below.

1 int login_handler(

2 SSLConn *c, char *password, int len) {

3 ...

4 label l = getLabel(c);

5 for (size_t i = 0; i < len; i++)

6 taintSource(password + i, l);

7 ... }

8 int ssl3_write(

9 SSLConn *c, char *buf, int len) {

10 ...

11 label l = getLabel(c);

12 for (size_t i = 0; i < len; i++)

13 taintSink(buf + i, l);

14 ... }

Figure 4: Versions of the OpenSSL functions

login_handler and ssl3_write that we augmented

with operations that specify information sources and sinks.

Passwords are tainted with the label of the current connec-

tion, and leaks are detected if data written to the network has

a label from a different connection.

Specifying OpenSSL’s leakage A primary challenge of our

work was to provide a scheme for identifying sensitive

sources and sinks such that:

1. A verifier with only an understanding of the data that a

subject program handles should be able to inspect the

modified program and definitively conclude that it cor-

rectly defines information sources and sinks.

2. Any modifications to the program to enable the defini-

tion of sources and sinks between which information is

leaked must not reveal additional information about the

leak’s triggering input.

Our mechanism for defining sensitivity of sources and

sinks consists of the designated functions taintSource and

taintSink (Sec. 5.2). We found that such a library served

well for specifying information flow in in OpenSSL; psue-

docode of C functions modified in the OpenSSL codebase

to label sources and sinks are given in Fig. 4. The function

login_handler, given an SSL connection c and a buffer

password presumed to contain len bytes of sensitive infor-

mation to be transmitted over c, labels len addresses be-

ginning with password with the label of c. The function

ssl3_write, given an SSL connection c and buffer buf pre-

sumed to output len bytes, denotes sinks at the output chan-

nel with the label of c for len addresses beginning with buf.

The modifications to login_handler and ssl3_write
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Program

Mult gates without

public-pc segments (M)

Mult gates without

sparsity (M)

GRIT 42.3 (37%) 27.9 (4%)

FFmpeg 716.9 (6%) 709.9 (5%)

Table 2: The number of multiplication gates in the circuit

with the different optimizations disabled, as well as the per-

centage increase in size over the baseline numbers from

Tab. 1.

illustrate the utility of first-order labels that can be opera-

tionally collected and set, as opposed to operations that set

addresses as only high sources or low sinks, even in a setting

in which the information belonging to only one principal is of

interest. By using first-order labels, we we able to write small

specification functions that only unified the labels between a

network connection and a given buffer, and then succinctly

modified the original program logic in contexts that readily

provided a connection and related buffer.

Proving OpenSSL’s leakage Once OpenSSL has been suit-

ably modified to call the taintSource and taintSink func-

tions, its leakage can be proved by generating a statement

whose solution corresponds to an execution of a server run-

ning OpenSSL that leaks sensitive data from one connec-

tion to another connection. We have generated such a state-

ment where the server first responds to a public login request

where the password is marked as sensitive. The server then

handles a secret malicious heartbeat request that returns the

password from the previous request’s connection.

Using CHEESECLOTH we prove OpenSSL’s leakage by

validating the previously described execution which is de-

rived from one of its originally disclosed exploits. The leak-

age is detected through the source and sink annotations ac-

cording to our proposed must-leak labeling scheme (Sec. 5.2)

and the verifier only learns an upper bound on the length of

the malicious request. We found that the labeling scheme en-

abled leakage to be proved much more efficiently, reducing

the overall circuit size by 30.6% over the two trace approach.

CHEESECLOTH proved the vulnerability of OpenSSL in ap-

proximately 37 hours, using 460 GB of protocol communica-

tion.

6.4 Optimizations

Tab. 2 contains the improvements yielded by our key opti-

mizations (Sec. 4). We ran the GRIT and FFmpeg case stud-

ies with each optimization disabled and report on the num-

ber of multiplication gates in the resulting ZK circuit. In

addition, we provide the percentage improvement over the

baseline numbers from Tab. 1. The public-pc optimization

reduced gate size by 37% in the shorter GRIT execution and

6% for FFmpeg. While this is an improvement, these results

indicate there is still room for improvement in our analysis

that determines the number of public segments to generate

for longer executions. The sparsity optimization with s = 2

offers modest improvements of 4%–5% in gate size.

7 Related Work

Recent work has provided the first, exciting steps toward

proofs of vulnerability in ZK. BubbleRAM [29] is an ef-

ficient framework for proving vulnerability, leverage novel

protocols for converting between computations in arithmetic

and Boolean fields, efficiently handling both read-only and

read-write memory, and the Stack protocol [30] for prov-

ing satisfaction of circuits with explicit disjunctions. Al-

though our current statement compiler partially overlaps with

BubbleRAM because it implements an older scheme for mod-

eling RAM computations [10], most of our paper’s key con-

tributions, namely simplifying unrolled computations using

partial evaluation and the novel scheme for generating state-

ments of application leakage, are largely independent of the

contributions of [29, 30], and we believe that the approaches

could be composed. In particular, Stack was evaluated on

code snippets representative of a practical CVE of up to 50

LoC; due to its efficient support of disjunctions, it could scale

to prove that one of many more such snippets is vulnera-

ble, but it likely strongly benefit from CHEESECLOTH’s pro-

gram optimizations if any particular code segment increased

in size.

Reverie [27] is a framework for proving exploits in mi-

croprocessor code, consisting of a circuit generator that com-

piles a given program to an arithmetic circuit and an instan-

tiation [36] of the “MPC in the Head” protocol [33]. The

compiler generates statements from exploits that have been

formalized as executing a designated instruction that signals

an error condition (i.e., violations of reachability properties,

formalized directly in the program’s control flow); the eval-

uation of Reverie demonstrates that it can be used to prove

Capture the Flag (CTF) exploits that require up to 51K cy-

cles on an MSP430 microprocessor. The core contributions

of Reverie are largely complementary to those of CHEESE-

CLOTH, which could potentially be adapted to efficiently

compile vulnerability statements about programs in interme-

diate languages to control reachability properties.

Recent work on static program analysis in ZK [21] has

presented techniques for proving over-approximations of all

program executions without revealing further details of the

program, and instantiates the framework on an abstract do-

main for information flow based on taint tracking. The static

analysis itself is designed to prove that a program may leak

information: thus, it cannot yield results that directly imply

that a program must leak, although in many cases it could

provide evidence that could strongly inform an analysts be-

lieft that a program may in fact leak.

Our MicroRAM machine is inspired by TinyRAM [10] but

departs from their design in sevaral important ways discussed

12



in Sec. 3.1. There are also some key differences in scope and

capabilities. TinyRAM is designed to express correctness

of any nondeterministic computations while MicroRAM fo-

cuses on vulnerable programs. For example, SNARKs for C

[10] approach cannot encode proofs of memory-safety vul-

nerability in ZK directly. Instead, they encode knowledge

of the existence of a complete, concrete vulnerability trace,

which includes copies of exact values in all local variables

and the values in memory at each point in the trace and the

bug must be evident in the execution’s return value. Our ap-

proach encodes memory vulnerabilities directly, resulting in

a significantly more succinct witnesses to vulnerability. In

particular we can disregard the trace after the bug is found

and we don’t rely on the programs return value.

Furthermore, TinyRAM approach does not scale to proofs

of vulnerabilities in practical programs and has only been

evaluated on programs with less than 1,200 low-level instruc-

tions [10]. In contrast, the optimizations proposed in this

work enables us to support programs with more than 340,000

lines of low-level code (Tab. 1). Beyond scalability, Micro-

RAM supports a much broader subset of the C language, in-

cluding most of the standard C library.

Pantry and Buffet [17, 52] represent computation as arith-

metic constraints; a solution to the constraints is a valid trace

of the computation. After implementing the memory consis-

tency approach of TinyRAM, they report results orders of

magnitude better than TinyRAM. Buffet supports all features

in the C language, with the exceptions of goto statements

and function pointers. To translate computation into a con-

straint system, Pantry and Buffet must unroll loops to pub-

licly revealed bound (although the original work does not

explicitly discuss encoding recursive functions, we hypoth-

esize that they would be encoded similarly, using bounded

function inlining). The constraint system must include every

branch of conditionals and every iteration of every loop (mul-

tiplicatively with nested loops) which could lead to blowups

in the constraint system, however the authors suggest that this

would only happen in degenerated cases and would not be

common in practice. A variant Pantry/Buffet that uses zero-

knowledge techniques to keep the state private with the same

efficiency benefits. When presenting our approach, we com-

pare facts about private inputs that it reveals to those revealed

from public loop bounds (Sec. 3.2.3).

vRAM [53] has achieved further efficiency with a inge-

nious universal preprocessing that allows the parties to use

a smaller circuit tailored to verifying the specific program

on the chosen inputs. Unfortunately, such tailored circuits

can reveal significant information about the input provided.

Our public-pc optimization (Sec. 4.1) attempts to balance the

gains of a tailored circuit and the privacy requirements of the

prover.

8 Conclusion

Due to a sustainted successes in the development of ZK

protocols, recent techniques have reached the cusp of prov-

ing knowledge of realistic vulnerabilities and proving sub-

tle exploits in low-level code. This paper describes how

a host of core techniques from compiler design—namely,

conservative instruction profiling and under-approximating

information-flow tainting—can be implemented in an opti-

mizing proof-statement generator to produce proofs of vul-

nerability in commodity software that can be triggered only

be using a considerable amount of time and space.

Our practical experience has produced a zero-knowledge

proof of memory unsafety in FFmpeg and a proof of leakakge

in OpenSSL that directly used the Heartbleed exploit as a wit-

ness and demonstrates that zero knowledge proofs of vulner-

ability in critical application software are now practical.

Availability and Ethical Considerations

We are in process of open sourcing the implementation

of CHEESECLOTH for publication and artifact evaluation.

CHEESECLOTH aids in responsible disclosure by produc-

ing zero-knowledge proofs of the existence of vulnerabili-

ties while keeping the vulnerabilities and exploits secret. All

vulnerabilities used in our evaluation have been previously

disclosed publicly, and fixes are widely deployed. Thus, the

work presented in this paper does not constitute an unethical

disclosure of potentially harmful information.
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